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A game theory analysis of decentralized epidemic
management with opinion dynamics ∗
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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a static game that
allows one to numerically assess the loss of efficiency induced
by decentralized control or management of a global epidemic.
Each player represents a region, which is assumed to choose
its control to implement a tradeoff between socio-economic
aspects and health aspects; the control comprises both epidemic
control physical measures and influence actions on the region’s
opinion. The Generalized Nash equilibrium (GNE) analysis of
the proposed game model is conducted. The direct analysis of
this game of practical interest is non-trivial but it turns out
that one can construct an auxiliary game which allows one:
to prove existence and uniqueness; to compute the GNE and
the optimal centralized solution (sum-cost) of the game. These
results allow us to assess numerically the loss (measured in
terms of Price of Anarchy (PoA)) induced by decentralization
with or without taking into account the opinion dynamics.

I. INTRODUCTION

In response to the outbreak of the Covid-19 epidemic
in 2020, many countries adopted uniform centralized social
distancing policies, such as China, France, Italy, and Spain,
in an effort to contain the spread of the virus. However, this
approach resulted in inadequacies between the severity level
of the measures and the local situation, leading to negative
consequences such as avoidable local economic losses, psy-
chological damage, lack of acceptance from citizens, and
frustration [1], [2], [3]. Decentralizing decision-making in a
federal system presents several potential advantages, such
as closer proximity to citizens, access to more accurate
information, consideration of local needs and circumstances,
improved economic performance, and increased public sec-
tor efficiency at the local level [4]. Thus, many countries
have allowed regions to adapt decision-making processes to
local conditions, resulting in different public health guidance
being implemented across regions within a given country.

This context motivates us to address the problem of
decentralized epidemic management, which involves sev-
eral interconnected geographical regions, such as countries,
provinces or states. Each region has only local control over
the epidemics and its own individual objectives. A central
question is whether decentralization results in a significant
performance loss in terms of a global efficiency measure.
This problem is also relevant in economics, when a company
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aims to maximize the dissemination of goods or services
while delegating dissemination policies to local entities [5]
or more generally for viral marketing [6].

Another important factor in epidemic propagation is the
behavior of the individuals within the regions. On the one
hand, in response to the Covid-19 outbreak, people have
spontaneously reduced social contact, stayed home when-
ever possible, adopted stricter hygiene or social distancing
measures, or worn masks, regardless of government policy
but following a fad. On the other hand, measures taken
by governments have not always been followed, exhibiting
behavioral drifts largely catalyzed by physical and digital
social networks [7], [8]. The effectiveness of epidemic
management measures thus depends in part on its social
acceptance. Therefore, it is important to couple them with
the related opinion dynamics.

Motivated by the above, we propose a mathematical
model to evaluate the effects of decentralization on epi-
demic management while taking into account the presence
of the opinion dynamics of the regions. We consider a
relatively simple mathematical model that captures the main
features of interest, consisting of a (generalized) strategic
form game built from a networked Susceptible-Infected-
Recovered (SIR) compartmental model [9], [10] coupled
with an opinion dynamics model [11], [12], [13], [14], [15],
[16]. Note that in [11], [14] the goals pursued are different
since on the one hand they don’t consider a game scenario
and on the other hand, the results focus on stability of the
equilibrium points of the considered dynamics. To trans-
late the interaction between the epidemic propagation and
opinion dissemination across the network in a quantitative
manner, they propose a concept known as the ”Opinion-
Dependent Reproduction Number”.

The proposed game considers each player as a geograph-
ical area aiming to minimize an individual cost, which im-
plements a given trade-off between socio-economic losses,
global/local losses in terms of the reproduction number
of the virus [17], [18], [19], [20], awareness costs, and
a behavioral drift. The cost for each region depends not
only on its action but also on the actions of neighboring
regions through the epidemic propagation graph and opinion
dynamics graph. We note that the proposed game model is
a static or one-shot game model, where a player chooses a
given epidemic local control action fixed over a finite time
horizon, and a fixed number of awareness campaigns are
applied by each region to influence the beliefs of individuals
in the social networks. We restrict our attention to the
planning control problem of a single phase of an epidemic.



Furthermore, each region is assumed to have its own virus
transmission rate, and the propagation among regions is
characterized by the cross-transmission rates. The efficiency
loss associated with decisions concerning the health aspect
is modeled by drift rates, and the population of each node re-
covers with a fixed recovery rate, depending on the capacity
and performance of the health system [21].

Compared to existing works (e.g., [22], [23], [24], [25],
[26], [27]) our main contributions are the following. First,
we propose a static game over a networked SIR model
coupled with a time-varying opinion dynamics model. Sec-
ond, the paper sets a generalized strategic form of a static
game that allows a tradeoff between key socio-economic
and health aspects. We provide a complete analysis of
the generalized Nash equilibrium (GNE). Note that the
GNE accounts the existence of coupled constraints in the
epidemic game, which was not addressed before. Third, it
provides a thorough numerical analysis of the efficiency of
decentralized management of epidemics through a popular
efficiency measure: the Price of Anarchy (PoA). The paper
presents a detailed description of the model in Sec. II, a
complete analysis of the corresponding GNE in Sec. III,
and a numerical analysis of the game for a COVID-19-type
scenario (Sec. IV).

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We consider a set of K ≥ 2 interconnected regions
(e.g., countries, provinces, or states) that are affected by
an epidemic; the region index is denoted by k ∈ K :=
{1, . . . ,K}. The time evolution of the epidemic of each
region is governed by a SIR-type dynamical model described
in Sec. II-A. The epidemic can spread from one region to
another due to social interactions captured by the coupling
between the dynamics within each region. Additionally, we
assume the epidemic management is affected by a behavioral
drift described by a linear opinion dynamics. The epidemic
management is assumed to be decentralized, which means
that each region chooses the way the epidemic is mitigated
or controlled over its own geographical territory. To model
the underlying decision process, we propose a static game
model whose strategic form is provided in Sec. II-B.

A. Dynamical System Model

In the sequel we use the following standard notations:

Symbol Description
sk ; s fraction of susceptibles in Region k
ik ; i fraction of infected in Region k
rk ; r fraction of recovered in Region k
β0
k` ; B0 natural virus transmission rate from k to `
γk ; γ removal/recovery rate within Region k
β̂k` ; B̂ maximum amplitude on β0

k` induced by OD
uk` ; u control policy of Region k over Region `
νk` ; ν control by region k on opinions from region `

TABLE I: Notations, the symbol after the semicolon repre-
sents the vector or matrix collecting the symbols before.

Note that 1
γk

is called the average recovery period and
uk` ∈ Uk`, Uk` := [umin

k` , u
max
k` ] ⊆ [0, β0

k`] and assumed

to be constant over a time interval [0, T ], T > 0. During
the Covid-19 epidemics in 2020 control measures were
typically constant over a period of a couple of weeks
and updated from period to period; for this example of
epidemics, choosing uk` = umax

k` would correspond to very
severe lockdown and social distancing measures. The set
where the control action uk = (uk1, . . . , ukK) lies in is
denoted by Uk =

∏
`∈K
Uk`. Over a given time interval, the

quantities sk ∈ [0, 1], ik ∈ [0, 1], and rk ∈ [0, 1] evolve in
continuous time and t will be used as the corresponding time
variable. Within each interval, each region is also allowed
to implement influence control campaigns at given discrete
time instants denoted by tn ∈ [0, T ], n ∈ {0, . . . , N}, N >
1, tn+1 > tn. The opinion of Region k is the average social
drift of the population within this geographical region with
respect to the strategy proposed by the control/regulation
entity. One can interpret it as the aggregated/averaged value
of the risk awareness in the region. It is assumed to evolve in
a discrete-time manner, and the opinion at time tn is denoted
by θk(n) ∈ [0, 1]. The scalar quantity θk thus represents an
abstraction of the global behavior of a region in terms of
adhering (or not) to the control policy of the region. The
natural influence in terms of the opinion of Region ` on
Region k at time tn is assumed to follow a linear model
and is represented by a weight pk`(n) ∈ [0, 1]. This weight
captures the social interaction strength from Region ` on
Region k. We also consider that each Region is able to
adjust the social influence weight exerted by other Regions.
Let us denote the control action on the social influence of
Region ` on the influence from Region k at instant tn by
vk`(n) ∈ Vk`, Vk` := [vmin

k` , vmax
k` ] ⊆ [0, 1]. For example,

choosing vk`(n) = vmin
k` would mean that Region k reduces

as much as possible the influence of Region `. It is worth
noting the asymmetry of the influence graph related both to
the asymmetry of the social influence (pk`(n) 6= p`k(n))
and the independence of the actions (vk`(n) 6= v`k(n)).
By denoting vk(n) = (vk1(n), vk2(n), . . . , vkK(n)), the set
where the control action vk = (vk(0), . . . , vk(N)) lies in is
VN+1
k , where Vk =

∏
`∈K
Vk`. At last, we use the notations

Nk and N̂k(n) to respectively refer to the sets of neighbors
of Region k for the epidemic propagation and the influence
propagation. The set of neighbors in the influence graph is
allowed to vary over time. Some additional assumptions on
the epidemic propagation and influence propagation graph
will be added throughout the paper. The hybrid dynamics
for the epidemic in Region k in presence of interconnec-
tions and opinion dynamics can be written ∀(k, `), ∀n,
∀t ∈ [tn, tn+1), ∀(uk`, vk`(n)) ∈ Uk` × Vk`,

dsk
dt

= −sk(t)
∑
`∈Nk

[
β0
k` − uk` + θk(n)β̂k`

]
i`(t),

dik
dt

= −dsk
dt
− γkik(t),

drk
dt

= γkik(t),

θk(n+ 1) =
∑

`∈N̂k(n)

vk`(n)pk`(n)θ`(n)

(1)



The overall opinion dynamics is described by a sub-
stochastic matrix meaning that every player attempts to
reduce the social drift. In other words, each player acts
directly on the spreading rate through the actions uk` and
indirectly by reducing the social drift which becomes 0 when
the corresponding θk is 0. Notice that rendering θk equal 0
requires disabling the communication network, which cannot
be accomplished in a finite number of steps, especially in a
democracy.

Notation. In addition to the commonly used notations
given in Table 1, We also use the matrices: Dγ = Diag(γ);
P (n) = [pk`(n)]1≤k,`≤K ; the epidemic control action ma-

trix U is defined by the entries Uk` =
{
uk` if ` ∈ Nk
0 otherwise ;

the influence control action matrix at time tn is defined by

the entries Vk`(n) =
{
vk`(n) if ` ∈ N̂k(n)
0 otherwise

. The symbol

� denotes the Hadamard (element-wise) product. �
With these notations, the system dynamics rewrites in the
following compact form: ∀t ∈ [tn, tn+1), n ∈ {0, . . . , N},

ds

dt
= −Diag(s(t))

[
B0 −U +Diag(θ(n))B̂

]
i(t)

di

dt
= −ds

dt
−Dγi(t)

dr

dt
= Dγi(t),

θ(n+ 1) = [V (n)� P (n)] θ(n).

(2)

To conclude the presentation of the considered dynamical
model, several mild conditions are assumed to be met.

Assumption 1: (i): ∀k, `, β0
k` = 0 ⇐⇒ β̂k` = 0.

(ii) ∀n ∈ {0, . . . , N}, P (n) is a row-stochastic matrix.
(iii): ∀n ∈ {0, . . . , N + 1}, the matrix D−1γ [B0 − U +

Diag(θ(n))B̂] is non-negative and irreducible. �
Condition (i) means that if the virus is not physically
transmitted between two regions, it is also not transmitted
through a change in behavior between the two regions
and vice-versa. Condition (ii) states that the uncontrolled
opinion dynamics follows a very standard consensus model.
While this choice is often made in the literature, it may
not accurately represent some real dynamics over social
networks. Condition (iii) is verified when the controlled
epidemic graph is strongly connected. This condition is
reasonable since physical interactions are well-developed
between many geographical regions.

B. Generalized Strategic Form Game Model

The first equation of (1) shows that the fraction of
susceptibles in Region k depends on the fraction of infected
in the neighboring regions. Therefore the control actions of
the neighbors of Region k impact what happens in Region
k and thus its decision yielding a game. The most simple
mathematical model for a game is given by the strategic
form game model (see e.g., [28]) which comprises three
components: the set of players, the sets of strategies, and
the players’ cost functions. When each player has a range
of actions that depends on the actions of other players
one needs to add one more component, the set of coupled
constraints. This model with four components is called the

generalized strategic form (see e.g., [29], [30]). Let us first
describe the three conventional components and then we
introduce the set of coupled constraints. The set of players
here is the set of regions K = {1, . . . ,K} andthe sets of
strategies coincide with the set of actions. The action of
Region k is given by the vector (uk, vk) that is, the set of
its actions is Uk×Vk. The cost function of a player is chosen
to be a tradeoff between a cost associated with the control
actions, the local virus reproduction number, the global virus
reproduction number, and a loss term due to the perturbation
induced by the opinion. First, we provide the expression of
the cost function for each Region k and then we give some
explanations about its construction:

Jk(u, v) := −ak
∑
`∈Nk

log

(
1− uk`

β0
k`

)
+blocalk

N+1∑
n=0

∑
`∈Nk

β0
k` − uk` + θk(n)β̂k`

γk

+bglobalk

N+1∑
n=0

ρ
(
D−1γ

(
B0 −U +Diag(θ(n))B̂

))
(3)

−ck
N∑
n=0

∑
`∈N̂k(n)

log(vk`(n)) + dk

N+1∑
n=0

θk(n),

where (ak, b
local
k , bglobalk , ck, dk) ∈ R5

≥0 are non-negative
parameters and ρ(M) stands for the spectral radius (i.e.,
the largest modulus of an eigenvalue) of the matrix M .

Remark 1. A common choice for the cost associated with
the control action (namely, the first and fourth terms of Jk)
is to assume a monotonic linear or quadratic expression
(see e.g., [31, Section 2.2.2][26]). Here, we consider a
logarithmic cost that preserves a smooth, monotonic, and
convex cost but also ensures posynomiality property that
facilitates the non-trivial analysis of the GNE of the game.
It is noteworthy that, for some typical ranges of the control
actions used for the Covid-19 case, the approximation of
the log function by a linear function is reasonable. For
instance, when uk` ≤ 0.53β0

k` (or vk`(n) ≥ 0.53) the
relative difference between − log(

β0
k`−uk`

β0
k`

) and uk`

β0
k`

(or
− log(vk`(n)) and −vk`(n)) is less than 30%. In other
words, by restricting the action space of each player, one can
assume that considering the logarithmic form to penalize the
control action is equivalent to the linear one.

Remark 2. It would be relevant to consider in the cost
function a term that is a function of sk, ik, or rk, but this
would require a new study, and a new tradeoff between cap-
turing practical aspects sufficiently well and mathematical
tractability would have to be found. In [26], one term of the
cost function is a linear function of sk, and the presence
of this term makes the analysis less interpretable since one
needs to resort to the implicit function theorem even for
the first step of the Nash equilibrium analysis (to prove its
existence).

Remark 3. The second and third terms of Jk can re-
spectively be interpreted as a local reproduction number
(see [20]) and a global reproduction number (see [18]).
Please note that, for a given initial condition, controlling



the reproduction numbers is equivalent to controlling the
growth of the state. On top of that (see [18]), if the global
reproduction number ρ

(
D−1γ

(
B0 −U +Diag(θ(n))B̂

))
is strictly less than 1, the epidemic dies out in all the
regions. Depending on the values of blocalk and bglobalk a
region will make the trade-off between the local and the
global situation of the epidemics. The last term of the cost
function accounts for the cost of the mismatch between
public opinion and the policy of the region, which is not
desirable for the latter. In the case where people follow the
rules, the corresponding cost is small whereas it increases
(linearly for simplicity) as people do not comply. This term
might be neglected in practice e.g., when the associated
(say monetary or health) cost can be neglected. Addition-
ally, motivated by practical considerations such as those
encountered with the management of Covid-19 epidemics,
we assume the existence of a set of constraints which
includes a coupled constraint (in the sense of Rosen [32])
on the game. The game action profile (u, v) has to meet

the following constraints: (u, v) ∈ C :=
K∏
k=1

Ck(u−k, v−k)

where Ck(u−k, v−k) :=
{
(uk, vk) ∈ Uk × Vk : ∀n ∈

{0, . . . , N}, m ∈ {0, . . . , N + 1}∑
`∈Nk

uk`
β0
k`

≤ φk,
∑

`∈N̂k(n)

1

vk`(n)
≥ φ̂k(n), (4)

∑
`∈Nk

β0
k` − uk` + β̂k`θk(m)

γk
≤ Rmax

k , θk(m) ≤ θmax
k

}
.

At this point, some comments on the construction of the
cost functions and the additional set of constraints are in
order.

Remark 4. We have added two budget constraints on the
control actions uk and vk. Notice that these individual con-
straints could have been directly integrated into the definition
of the action sets for the players. However, the structure
of the budget constraint on vk is easier to be understood
after knowing about the cost function structure. Indeed, the

constraint
∑

`∈N̂k(n)

1

vk`(n)
≥ φ̂k(n) can be rewritten, with

a change of variable, as −
∑

`∈N̂k(n)

log(vk`(n)) ≤ ψ̂k(n).

At last, note that the constraints on the local reproduction
numbers and those on θk(m) are coupled constraints because
of the presence of θk(m), which leads us to consider the
GNE as a suitable solution concept for the considered game.
Finally, the generalized strategic form of the game when
integrating all the constraints writes as:

G :=
(
K,
(
Uk × Vk

)
1≤k≤K

,
(
Ck
)
1≤k≤K

,
(
Jk
)
1≤k≤K

)
.

(5)

III. GENERALIZED NASH EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSIS

Because of the presence of a coupled constraint (mo-
tivated by practical considerations), the conventional NE
cannot be retained a a solution concept. This is why we

resort to a more involved solution concept namely, the GNE.
A GNE for the generalized strategic form game G is defined
as follows.

Definition 1: A GNE for the game G is a point (u?, v?)
such that ∀k ∈ K,

(u?k, v
?
k) ∈ argmin

(uk,vk)∈Ck(u?
−k,v

?
−k)

Jk(uk, vk, u
?
−k, v

?
−k). (6)

A fundamental issue for the equilibrium analysis is the
existence issue. There are useful existence theorems for
strategic form games whose cost functions are individually
convex or quasi-convex (see e.g., [28]). Such geometrical
properties are not available here, which makes the existence
analysis non-trivial and not a special case of existing general
theorems. Remarkably, it turns out to be possible to construct
an auxiliary game whose existence property guarantees,
by equivalence, the existence of an equilibrium in G. The
auxiliary game even allows the uniqueness issue to be treated
and to build an algorithm to determine the unique NE of
G. In addition to conducting the equilibrium analysis in
this section (existence, uniqueness, determination), we also
provide the equilibrium efficiency measures retained for the
numerical analysis section. To facilitate the reading and
make the results easy to exploit, the choice made by the
authors is to state here only the derived results and to provide
all the technical aspects and details in the Appendix section
(Appendix-A).

A. Existence and uniqueness analysis

To prove the existence and uniqueness of a GNE in
G we assume that ∀k, bglobalk > 0. This ensures that
the global reproduction number is always a concern for
all the players. Second, since the game has no obvious
geometrical properties such as convexity or quasi-convexity
which would facilitate its analysis, we introduce an auxiliary
game G̃ which is obtained from G by performing appropriate
changes of variables. The rationale for making these changes
of variables is to exhibit a posynomiality property of the
opinion state θk(n) w.r.t. the influence control action vk (see
Appendix-A). The auxiliary game G̃ has the following form:

G̃ =
(
K∪{K+1},

(
ΠkC̃

)
1≤k≤K+1

,
(
J̃k
)
1≤k≤K+1

)
(7)

where K∪{K+1} represents the set of auxiliary players; J̃k
corresponds to the auxiliary individual cost functions given
in (15); ΠkC̃ is the projection of the coupled constraint set
C̃ on the action vector of the kth-player in (16). Exploiting
the introduced auxiliary game, we have the following result.

Proposition 1: If bglobalk > 0,∀k, the game G possesses a
unique GNE; which is denoted by (u?, v?). �
Proof . The proof is provided in Appendix-B. Therein, it is
proved that a GNE in G becomes, by change of variables, a
GNE of G̃ and conversely. One then proves that there exists
a unique GNE in G̃.

B. Efficiency measures

One of the main objectives of this paper is to assess the
potential inefficiencies that might be induced by decentral-
izing the management or control of an epidemic. A famous



and well-used measure of global efficiency is given by the
Price of Anarchy (PoA) of a game [33]. For the sake of

clarity, let us introduce the sum-cost function J =

K∑
k=1

Jk.

To refine our efficiency analysis, we not only consider the
original version of the PoA (which is denoted by PoAuv)
but also two useful variants of it:

PoAuv =
J(u?, v?)

min
(u,v)∈C

J(u, v)
(8)

in which both u and v are controlled partially by the players
and the uniqueness result is exploited;

PoAu =
J(u?(1K2(N+1)), 1K2(N+1))

min
(u,v)∈C

J(u, v)
(9)

where v is set to the vector of ones 1K2(N+1), which means
that no influence/opinion control is allowed;

PoAv =
J(0K2 , v?(0K2))

min
(u,v)∈C

J(u, v)
. (10)

where u is set to the vector of zeros 0K2 , which means that
no epidemic control is allowed.

Computing the above quantities relies on being able to
globally minimize the sum-cost J . It is known that the sum-
cost minimization problem is generically hard. For the game
under consideration, it is possible to exploit the auxiliary
game to dramatically decrease the computational complexity
associated with the global minimization of J . This is what
is stated through the next proposition.

Proposition 2: The global minimum of the sum-cost
function J can be found by solving a convex optimization
problem. �
Proof . See Appendix-C. �

In the next subsection, we tackle the computation problem
of the GNE of G.

C. GNE determination algorithm

In Sec. III-A, we have shown that the game G has
a unique GNE. Here, we propose an algorithm to find
this unique equilibrium point. To compute the GNE of
G we again resort to the auxiliary game G̃ for which
the GNE is much easier to compute. Indeed, one of the
key ingredients of the algorithm is to use a gradient-type
updating rule for minimizing J̃k, which is relevant since
the auxiliary game is convex in the sense of Rosen [32].
The function J̃k is not only individually convex (i.e., w.r.t.
(uk, vk)) but also jointly convex (i.e., w.r.t. (u,v)), which is
exploited to exhibit a Lyapunov function for the convergence
analysis of the proposed algorithm. In order to present
the GNE seeking algorithm we introduce the following
notation based on the change of variables in Appendix-
A: ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξK , ξK+1) such that ∀k ∈ K, ξk =
(ξyk , ξωk

), where: ξyk = (ξyk1
, . . . , ξykK

) such that ξyk`
∈

R; ξωk
:= (ξωk

(0), . . . , ξωk
(N)) where ∀n ∈ {0, . . . , N},

ξωk
(n) := (ξωk1,...,1

(n), ξωk1,...2
(n), . . . , ξωkK...K

(n)) such
that ∀(`n, . . . , `0) ∈ K(n+1), ξωk`n`n−1...`0

(n) ∈ R. For

k = K + 1 we denote by ξK+1 = (ξλ, ξx) where:
ξλ = (ξλ(0), . . . , ξλ(N + 1)) such that ∀n, ξλ(n) ∈ R and
ξx = (ξx(0), . . . , ξx(N + 1)) such that ∀` ∈ K and ∀n, the
`th-component of ξx(n) is given by ξx`

(n) ∈ R.
Since the proposed algorithm is an iterative procedure,

a natural question is whether the algorithm converges and
to which convergence point. The following proposition pro-
vides the corresponding result.

Proposition 3: The Generalized Nash equilibrium seeking
algorithm given in Tab. 1 converges to the GNE of G. �
Proof . See Appendix-D. �

Algorithm 1 Generalized Nash equilibrium seeking algo-
rithm for G
Initialization : t = 0,
∀(k, `) ∈ K2, ∀n ∈ {0, . . . , N}, ∀(`n, . . . , `0) ∈ Kn+1,
ξ
(0)
yk` ∈ Yk`, ξ

(0)
ωk`n`n−1...`0

(n) ∈ Wk`n`n−1...`0(n)

ξ
(0)
λ (n) ∈ Λ, ξ(0)x (n) ∈ X .

Let δ = (δ1, . . . , δK , δK+1) > 0.

Process : ∀k ∈ K ∪ {K + 1},

dξk
dt

= −δk∇ξk J̃k +
∑

j∈{1≤i≤M : h̃i(ξ)>0}

µj∇ξk h̃j(ξ),

where:
∀k ∈ K ∪ {K + 1}, J̃k is given in (15);
h̃ is given in (16), M = dim(h̃) and M̃ = dim(ξ)
∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, h̃j is the jth-component of h̃;
µj is the jth-nonzeros element of µ ∈ RM≤0 where M ≤M
and µ(ξ) =

[
H(ξ)>H(ξ)

]−1
H(ξ)>g(ξ, δ) ≤ 0

where the matrix H(ξ) ∈ RM̃×M is composed by
M ≤M linearly independent columns of
H(ξ) = [∇ξh̃1(ξ),∇ξh̃2(ξ), . . . ,∇ξh̃M (ξ)]

selected from ∇ξh̃j(ξ)
for j ∈ {i ∈ {1, . . . ,M} : h̃i(ξ) > 0}.

Output : ∀(k, `) ∈ K2 and ∀n ∈ {0, . . . , N},

u?k` = β0
k` − lim

t→+∞
exp(ξ(t)yk`

)

v?k`(n) = lim
t→+∞

[
exp(ξ(t)ωk`k...k

(n))−exp(ξ(t)ω`k...k
(n−1))

]
.

IV. NUMERICAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The goal of this section is to assess numerically the effi-
ciency measures introduced in Section III-B. We acknowl-
edge that the PoA in general is used by game theorists to
study the performance of the Nash Equilibrium when com-
pared to a socially optimal solution [33][34][28]. Assessing
the theoretical properties of the PoA is out of the scope
of this study. Nevertheless, we consider several illustrative
scenarios that allow us to obtain insights on the perfor-
mances of the GNE. The numerical analysis is conducted for
COVID-19-type scenarios, but the proposed methodology
may be applied to other types of epidemics, including



viral marketing-type ones. To choose the parameters of
the epidemic model, we have in part exploited the studies
on Covid-19 that have been conducted in [7], [35], [36]. We
assume a territory that is divided into K = 10 geographical
regions; the time horizon of the considered epidemic phase is
set to T = 40 days and regions apply 3 awareness/influence
campaigns at t1 = 10 days, t2 = 20 days, t3 = 30 days.
For simplicity we assume that ∀k ∈ K and n ∈ {1, 2, 3},
θmax
k = µk = ψ̂k(n) = Rmax

k = +∞. For the epidemic
model parameters, it is assumed that: ∀k ∈ K, γk = 0.2.
When the in-degree per region in the social network equals
0, we take ∀n, P (n) = IK ; in the other cases ∀n,

pk`(n) =

 1/degree of k if k and ` are connected
in the social network,

0 otherwise.

The perturbation matrix B̂ is given by B̂ = 0.5B0 where
B0 = B � Ã and B =

0.37 0.03 0.06 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.08
0.05 1.00 0.08 0.22 0.15 0.25 0.27 0.19 0.05 0.26
0.07 0.14 1.00 0.13 0.14 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.15 0.07
0.22 0.21 0.01 0.88 0.05 0.23 0.14 0.01 0.16 0.21
0.01 0.11 0.20 0.09 0.72 0.18 0.10 0.18 0.15 0.11
0.21 0.17 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.90 0.19 0.23 0.17 0.16
0.02 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.24 0.08 0.02 0.03
0.15 0.10 0.22 0.26 0.01 0.13 0.03 1.00 0.15 0.13
0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.21 0.01
0.06 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.07 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.29

 ,

where B is diagonal dominant.

and [Ã]k` =

 1 if k and ` are connected
in the epidemic graph,

10−10 otherwise.

The initial state is given by s(0) = 1− i(0),
i(0)= 10−2 · (0.2, 0.1, 2, 0.1, 3, 0.5, 2.5, 1, 2, 0.1),
θ(0)=(0.59, 0.25, 0.25, 0.46, 0.26, 0.68, 0.16, 0.24, 0.71, 0.6).

To simplify the numerical analysis, throughout this section
we consider ∀k blocalk = dk = 0. This choice simplifies
the individual costs allowing us to highlight the trade-
off between the epidemic management and the opinion
dynamics control.

Influence of the epidemic and influence graphs on the PoA.

PoAuv

E
pi

de
m

ic
gr

ap
h

Influence graph
Degree 0 2 6 10

0 1.34 1.38 1.30 1.23
2 1.46 1.60 1.67 1.66
6 1.67 1.76 1.83 1.81

10 1.78 1.85 1.92 1.91

TABLE II: The table shows that the denser the epidemic
graph the higher the PoA. For the opinion influence graph,
the PoA is not necessarily the highest for the densest graph.

As expected the PoA is more sensitive to the interactions
density in the epidemic graph than in the opinion influence
one. In Tab. II we set ak = ck = 1, bglobalk = 10 and
present the PoA (PoAuv) for different values for the
degrees of the two graphs. The PoA is averaged over
a total of 1600 realizations of the epidemic and social
graphs. The simulation results show that the largest value
for PoAuv is 1.92 and is achieved when all regions are

interconnected both for the epidemic graph and influence
graph. The smallest value for PoAuv value is 1.23 and is
obtained when there is no interconnection in the epidemic
graph and when the influence graph is fully connected.
The study also reveals that there is no correlation between
the average degree per agent in the influence graph and
PoAuv . However, an increase in the degree per agent in the
epidemic graph results in an increase in PoAuv . Notably,
even when the epidemic graph and social network are
not interconnected, the PoAuv value is still greater than
one, indicating the presence of efficiency loss. The study
highlights the importance of considering both the epidemic
graph and the influence graph for designing decentralized
decision-making processes for managing epidemics.

Influence of the cost function and control actions on the
PoA.
The cost function Jk comprises a collective term (namely,
the term weighted by bglobalk ) which is common to all the
players whereas all the other terms are individual terms.
To study the impact of the collective and individual terms
on the PoA, we introduce the parameter α ∈ [0, 1] which
is used for Fig.1 and Fig.2 and is defined as follows:
ak = 1 − α, bglobalk = 10 × α and ck = 1 − α
for all k ∈ K. Additionally, for Fig.1 to Fig.4, we will
assume B0 = B and ∀n, [P (n)]k` = 1/10. Fig. 1
represents the different efficiency measures (PoAuv in (8),
PoAu in (9) and PoAv in (10)) against α. When α = 1,
the game becomes a team game and the GNE coincides
with a local minimum point of the common cost function

Jk = bglobalk

N+1∑
n=0

ρ
(
D−1γ

(
B0 −U +Diag(θ(n))B̂

))
; the

fact that PoAuv = 1 indicates the local minimum coincides
with the global minimum and decentralization induces zero
optimality loss. When the opinion is not controlled, this
result is no longer true since the PoA is as large as almost
4, which is very significant. If the epidemic is not controlled
and only the influence is controlled, the PoA reaches values
as large as 11. Now, when both epidemic and influence are
controlled, the largest value for the PoA is PoAuv ∼ 2,
which is reached when α = 0.5; this corresponding effi-
ciency loss is still significant.

Fig. 2 depicts the average global reproduction number
(Fig. 2.a) and total control cost (Fig. 2.b) against α for
four distinct control strategies: the GNE strategy defined in
(8)); the GNE strategy with no influence control (the strat-
egy profile (u?(1K2(N+1)), 1K2(N+1)) defined in (9)); the
GNE strategy with no epidemic control (the strategy profile
(0K2 , v?(0K2)) defined in (10)); and the optimal centralized
strategy (the strategy profile that minimizes argmin

(u,v)∈C
J(u, v)).

The figure provides several insights. For example, one
sees the impact on the global reproduction number of the
fact that regions care about their individual socio-economic
cost. For example, for α ∼ 0.8, a centralized solution would
yield a value of less than 1 for the reproduction number
whereas it reaches 2 for a decentralized management. If the
opinion cannot be controlled, then this value becomes about



Fig. 1: Bottom curve: When each region controls the epi-
demic both through physical measures (u) and opinion
(v), the maximum value reached for the PoA is 2, which
is already significant. Middle curve: When only physical
measures are controlled and the opinion is left to evolve
freely, the PoA can be as large as 3.6, showing the loss of
non-controlling the opinion. Top curve: when each region
only controls its opinion, very large values for the PoA can
be reached (> 10), showing the irrelevance for decentralized
management when based only on opinion control.

3.7, showing the importance of opinion influence. Now,
when the epidemic cannot be directly controlled (namely,
through u), the impact of the opinion influence becomes
negligible and the reproduction number reaches values as
large as 9.3 to 11.4. Fig. 2.b illustrates well the effect of
decentralization and control actions on the total control cost.

Analysis of the control actions.
For the preceding simulation results, the focus has been on
the effect of decentralization and control actions on global
epidemic management efficiency. Here, we want to get more
insights into the equilibrium control actions themselves both
in space (over the regions) and time. For this, we define
the aggregate GNE control action in % as follows: u?k =
100
K ×

∑K
`=1

u?
k`

β0
k`

; v?k(t1) =
100
K ×

∑K
`=1(1−vk`(t1)). In Fig. 3

to Fig. 4, we set ak = 0.1, bglobalk = 9 and ck = 0.1 for all
k ∈ K. Fig. 4 depicts the value of the epidemic and opinion
aggregate control actions for the 10 regions. These values
have to be put in correlation with the parameters of the
epidemics and, in particular, with the natural reproduction
numbers namely, the elements of the diagonal of the B
matrix: (0.37, 1, 1, 0.88, 0.72, 0.9, 0.24, 1, 0.21, 0.29)). The
intuition that regions having a higher natural reproduction
number should undergo more severe measures is confirmed.
But the proposed methodology says more than that since it
has also the advantage of quantifying this relationship and
thus providing the severity level each region should apply.
Now, we look at the time aspect. In Fig. 3, we represent the
evolution of the fractions of infected and the opinions of the
regions. For the sake of clarity, we represent the proportion
of infected in each region by a blue shape rather than
plotting 10 curves. The direct epidemic control actions and
the influence control actions are fixed at the GNE strategy

(a) Plot of
N∑
n=0

ρ
(
D−1γ

(
B0 −U +Diag(θ(n))B̂

))
N + 1

vs α.

(b)
K∑
k=1

[
−
∑
`∈Nk

log(
β0
k` − uk`
β0
k`

)+

N∑
n=0

−
∑

`∈NS,n
k

log(vk`(n))
]

vs. α.

Fig. 2: One of the key information the above figures provide
is the loss in terms of cost function induced by decentraliza-
tion for a given global reproduction number. For instance, a
target reproduction number of 2 is reached with a centralized
management for α = 0.3 whereas it is reached with α = 0.8
for decentralized management. This difference in terms of α
can be translated in terms of economic cost (e.g., in billions
of US dollars) by using existing quantitative analyses [7].

for the whole time period (40 days) by U? = 10−2×

36.3 2.8 5.6 0.5 2 2 0 8 0.5 7.5
4 99.4 7.4 21.4 15 25 26.2 18.8 4.4 24.9
6.6 14 99.4 13.3 13.7 8 4.5 4 13.6 6.3
21 20.8 0.9 88 5 22.7 13.3 0.1 15 20.6
0 11.0 19.7 8.6 72 17.8 9.2 17.8 13.7 9.5
20 16.7 5.5 8 6 90 18.4 22.7 16.0 16
1.1 6.4 4.7 6.6 6.5 6.7 23.6 0.2 1.2 2.4
14 9.8 22 25.7 0.5 13 2.7 99.4 14.4 12.8
3.8 0.9 0.5 4.5 1.4 0.2 0.5 5 20.1 1
5.2 2.9 4.6 4.9 0.6 7 2.1 6 5 28.4


,



V ?(1) = 10−2

14 32 32 18 31 12 49 33 11 13
8 20 20 11 19 7 31 21 7 8
9 21 21 12 20 8 32 22 7 9
9 22 22 12 21 8 33 22 7 9
10 24 24 13 23 9 37 25 8 10
9 22 22 12 22 8 34 23 8 9
15 35 35 19 34 13 56 36 12 15
9 20 20 11 20 7 31 21 7 8
18 43 43 23 41 15 99 44 15 17
14 34 33 18 32 12 53 35 12 14


,

V ?(2) ≈ 1K × 1>K and V ?(3) = 1K × 1>K . The effect of
the opinion influence is obvious. It is seen that the fractions
of infected decrease significantly after only one influence
campaign; for example, the fraction of infected in the most
infected region decreases from 40% to less than 10%. The
impact of the subsequent campaigns is still positive but much
less significant.

Fig. 3: Evolution of the fractions of infected and opinion
levels for the different regions.

Fig. 4: The figure provides the control action intensity for the
different regions. The corresponding values have to be put
in correlation with the local situation of the epidemic, which
is in part related to the values of the natural reproduction
numbers.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a methodology to assess the
effects of decentralization of the management of an epidemic
in presence of an opinion dynamics. For this, a game model
which implements a good tradeoff between realism (which
is here to implement features of practical interest) and
analytical tractability (e.g., to conduct the chosen solution
concept analysis) is proposed. The presence of the coupled

constraint (namely, the last constraint of (4)) has led us
to a solution concept that is more involved than the NE,
that is the GNE. The GNE analysis (existence, uniqueness,
determination) is seen to be non-trivial but can be made
possible by exploiting an appropriate auxiliary game. The
corresponding analysis is not only useful in itself and to sup-
port the proposed modeling but also constitutes a required
preliminary work to be able to assess the efficiency loss
induced by decentralization; in particular, uniqueness can
be proved thanks to the convexity properties of the auxiliary
game and the sum-cost minimization problem is shown to be
a convex problem as well. The conducted numerical analysis
allows one to provide numerous insights on the problem of
decentralized epidemic management, which can be exploited
in practice and serve as a basis to elaborate more realistic or
complex models. We would like to emphasize the following
take-away messages: 1. The nature of the epidemic and
opinion graphs impact the PoA in a non-trivial way, which
would need to be formalized in a separate work. Our results
tend to indicate that the PoA increases with the degree of the
epidemic graph. The influence of the opinion graph nature
seems a more involving issue; 2. For typical simulation
settings [7], the PoA can reach 2 even if each region locally
controls both the virus propagation and the opinion. When
the region cost is dominated by the global reproduction num-
ber, a PoA of 2 means that the decentralized management
leads to a spatially averaged reproduction number that is 2
times larger than the centralized scenario, which is a huge
difference in terms of propagation (the number of infected
being exponential in the reproduction number); 3. If the
opinion is not controlled, the PoA can reach values as large
as 3.6 and when the epidemic is only controlled through
opinion, the PoA blows up and reaches values larger than 10,
showing the irrelevance of decentralization by just relying on
influence management; 4. Our analysis constitutes a first step
to quantify the economic losses induced by decentralization
for a given target in terms of global reproduction number.
This can done by using quantitative analyses such as [7].
All these very encouraging results suggest extensions of the
proposed model. The relevance of a dynamic game model
might be studied. New constraints might be added such as
constraints on the fractions of infected. Scalability issues
might be analyzed by treating the case of a large number
of regions and possibly handled by the use of a mean-
field game approach. Also, the developed approach might
be combined with a data-oriented approach.

APPENDIX

A. Auxiliary Game

In view of the dynamic of θ, ∀k, n the drift θk(n) is a posyn-
omial function w.r.t. the awareness action v i.e., θk(n+1) =∑
`n∈N̂k(n)

∑
`n−1∈N̂`n (n−1)

. . .
∑

`0∈N̂`0
(0)

αk`n`n−1...`0(n)×

vk`n(n)v`n,`n−1(n− 1) . . . v`1,`0(0)θ`0(0), where
αk,`n,`n−1,...,`0(n) ≥ 0. In the sequel, we denote
by: ∀n ∈ {0, . . . , N} and ∀(k, `n, . . . , `0) ∈ Kn+2,
ωk`n`n−1...`0(n) = vk`n(n)v`n,`n−1

(n− 1) . . . v`1,`0(0). Let



εx > 0 sufficiently small such that, from Assumption 1 and
the theory of nonnegative matrix in [37], we use Perron-
Frobenius lemma. For all (u, v) ∈ U×V and n ∈ {0, . . . , N}
we have: ρ

(
D−1γ

(
B0 −U + diag(θ(n))B̂

))
= minλ(n)

s.t. ∃ x(n) with
K∑
`=1

x`(n) ≤ 1, x`(n) > εx (11)

and D−1γ

(
B0 −U + diag(θ(n))B̂

)
x(n) ≤ λ(n)x(n).

Let us consider the following changes of variables such that
(k, `, `n, . . . , `0) ∈ Kn+3,

ξωk`n`n−1...`0
(n) = log (ωk`n`n−1...`0(n)),

ξyk`
= log (β0

k` − uk`).
(12)

In what follows, we define the operator Exp(·) which
corresponds to the component-wise exponential operator. Let
ρmin := ρ(D−1γ (B0 − Umax)), ρmax := ρ(D−1γ (B0 −
Umin) + B̂), where Umin,max = [umin,max

k` ]1≤k,`≤K . For
all k ∈ K, we denote the action profile of the kth auxiliary
player by ξk := (ξyk , ξωk

), where: ξyk := (ξyk,1
, . . . , ξyk,K

)
and ∀` ∈ K, ξyk`

∈ Yk` := [log(β0
k` − umax

k` ), log(β0
k` −

umin
k` )]; ξωk

:= (ξωk
(0), . . . , ξωk

(n)) and ∀n ∈ {0, . . . , N},
ξωk

(n) := (ξωk,1,...,1
(n), ξωk,1,...,2

(n), . . . , ξωk,K,...,K
(n))

such that ∀(`n, . . . , `0) ∈ Kn+1, ξωk`n`n−1...`0
(n) ∈

Wk`n`n−1...`0 := [log(vmin
k,`n

) + . . . , log(vmin
`1,`0

), log(vmax
k,`n

) +
. . . , log(vmax

`1,`0
)]. We consider an additional player of index

K + 1 with the corresponding action profile ξK+1 :=
(ξλ, ξx) where: ξλ := (ξλ(0), . . . , ξλ(N + 1)) such that
∀n ∈ {0, . . . , N+1}, ξλ(n) ∈ Λ := [log(ρmin), log(ρmax)];
ξx := (ξx(0), . . . , ξx(N+1)) such that ∀n ∈ {0, . . . , N+1},
ξx(n) ∈ X := [log(εx), 0]

K . In the following, we denote the
complete auxiliary action profile by ξ := (ξ1, . . . , ξK , ξK+1)
and for all k ∈ K and n ∈ {0, . . . , N},
θ̃k(n+ 1) =

∑
`n∈N̂k(n)

∑
`n−1∈N̂`n (n−1)

. . .
∑

`0∈N̂`1
(0)

[
αk`n`n−1...`0(n) exp(ξωk`n`n−1...`0

(n))θ`0(0)
]
. (13)

The generalized form of the auxiliary static game under
consideration is therefore given by:

G̃ :=
(
K ∪ {K + 1},

(
ΠkC̃

)
1≤k≤K+1

,
(
J̃k
)
1≤k≤K+1

)
,

(14)
where the action spaces and utilities are as follows.

J̃k(ξ) := −ak
∑
`∈Nk

[ξyk`
− log(β0

k`)]

+blocalk

N+1∑
n=0

∑
`∈Nk

exp (ξyk`
) + β̂k`θ̃k(n)

γk

−ck
N∑
n=1

∑
`∈N̂k(n)

[
ξωk`k...k

(n)− ξω`...k
(n− 1)

]
−ck

∑
`∈N̂k(0)

ξωk`
(0) + dk

N+1∑
n=0

θ̃k(n+ 1).

J̃K+1(ξ) :=

N+1∑
n=0

exp(ξλ(n)).

(15)

C̃ :=
{
ξ : ∀n ∈ {0, . . . , N}, m ∈ {0, . . . , N + 1},

(k, `, `n, ..., `0) ∈ Kn+3, log(ρmin) ≤ ξλ(m) ≤ log(ρmax),

D−1γ

(
Exp(ξy) + diag(θ(m))B̂

)
Exp(ξx(m))�[

Exp(−ξλ(m)1K − ξx(m))
]
≤ 1K

log (β0
k` − umax

k` ) ≤ ξyk`
≤ log (β0

k` − umin
k` ), θ̃k(m) ≤ θmax

k ,
−ξωk`n`n−1...`0

(n) ≤ −(log(vmin
k`n

) + . . .+ log(vmin
`1`0

))

ξωk`n`n−1...`0
(n) ≤ log(vmax

k`n
) + . . .+ log(vmax

`1`0
),

−ξx`
(m) ≤ − log (εx),

∑K
`=1 exp (ξx`

(m)) ≤ 1∑
`∈Nk

[
exp (ξyk`

) + β̂k`θ̃k(m)
]/

γk ≤ Rmax
k ,

−ak
∑
`∈Nk

[ξyk`
− log(β0

k`)] ≤ φk,

(16)
−ck

∑
`∈N̂k(n)

[ξωk`k...k
(n+ 1)− ξω`k...k

(n))] ≤ ψ̂k(n+ 1),

−ck
∑

`∈N̂k(0)

ξωk`
(0) ≤ ψ̂k(0)

}
=: {ξ : h̃(ξ) ≤ 0},

where h̃(ξ) is jointly convex w.r.t. ξ. The auxiliary players
are denoted by index k ∈ {1, . . . ,K + 1} where the player
K+1 is an additional player that we consider in our analysis;
the action space for Player k ∈ K ∪ {K + 1} is given by
ΠkC̃ which is the projection of the sharing constraint set C̃
over the action profile of the auxiliary player k. It has to be
noted that the game G̃ is a convex static and strategic game
played in one shoot.

In this paper, we show that the properties of the GNE of
G̃ coincide with those of the game G. The Definition of the
GNE for the game G̃ is characterized by what follows. We
call ξGNE ∈ C̃ a Generalized Nash equilibrium point of G̃
if ∀k ∈ K,

ξGNE
k ∈ argmin

ξk∈ΠkC̃
J̃k(ξk, ξ

GNE
−k ). (17)

B. Proof of the Proposition 1

Existence of a GNE:
According to [30, Thm. 3.1], the game G̃ has at least

one GNE, ξGNE ∈ C̃ since ∀k ∈ K: ΠkC̃ is nonempty,
convex and compact subset of Euclidean space; C̃ is both
upper-semicontinuous and lower-semicontinuous (e.g., [30,
Proposition 4.1-4.2]); C̃ is nonempty, closed, convex; J̃k is
continuous in C̃ and ∀ξ−k ∈

∏
−k C̃, ξk 7→ J̃k(ξk, ξ−k) is

quasiconvex on ΠkC̃.
Now, we will prove that the GNE strategies of G are given

by those of G̃. Let ξGNE a Generalized Nash equilibrium of
G̃ and we denote by u? and v? after the change of variable
in (12). In view of (11) it follows that:

J̃K+1(ξ
GNE) =

N∑
n=0

ρ(Γ−1(B0 −U? + diag(θ(n)?)B̂)),



and ∀k ∈ K,

J̃k(ξ
GNE) = −ak

∑
`∈Nk

log

(
β0
k` − u?k`
β0
k`

)
+blocalk

N+1∑
n=0

∑
`∈Nk

[β0
k` − u?k` + θk(n)

?β̂k`
γk

]
−ck

N∑
n=0

∑
`∈N̂k(n)

log(v?k`(n)) + dk

N+1∑
n=0

θk(n)
?

where ∀k ∈ K,

[U?]k` = u?k` :=

{
β0
k` − exp(ξGNE

yk`
) if ` ∈ Nk

0 otherwise,
∀n ∈ {0, . . . , N},
θk(n+ 1)? =

∑
`n∈N̂k(n)

∑
`n−1∈N̂`n (n−1)

. . .
∑

`0∈N̂`1
(0)

[
αk`n`n−1...,`0(n) exp(ξ

GNE
ωk`n`n−1...`0

(n))θ`0(0)
]
,

and ∀` ∈ N̂k(n), v?k`(n) :={
exp(ξGNE

ωk`k...k
(n)− ξGNE

ω`k...k
(n− 1)) if n > 0

exp(ξGNE
ωk`

(0)) otherwise.

Since ξGNE is a GNE of G̃, it follows from (17) that, ∀k ∈ K
and ξk ∈ ΠkC̃,

J̃k(ξ
GNE) ≤ J̃k(ξk, ξGNE

−k )

and ∀ξK+1 ∈ ΠK+1C̃,
J̃K+1(ξ

GNE) ≤ J̃K+1(ξK+1, ξ
GNE
−(K+1)).

In view of (11), it follows that:
Jk(u

?, v?) = J̃k(ξ
GNE) + bglobalk J̃K+1(ξ

GNE)

≤ J̃k(ξk, ξGNE
−k ) + bglobalk J̃K+1(ξK+1, ξ

GNE
−(K+1))

= Jk(uk, vk, u
?
−k, v

?
−k).

Hence, (u?, v?) is a GNE of G.

Uniqueness of the GNE:
Let define a weighted non-negative sum of the function

J̃k given by σ(ξ, δ) :=
∑K
k=1 δkJ̃k(ξ), δk ∈ R>0. Based on

Rosen’s theory of uniqueness [32], the following Definition
is used for exhibiting the desired property of the equilibrium
point.

Definition 2: σ(ξ, δ) is diagonally strictly convex (DSC)
for ξ ∈ E and fixed δ ∈ RK+1

≥0 if for every ξ0, ξ1 ∈ C̃ we
have

(ξ1 − ξ0)>(g(ξ1, δ)− g(ξ0, δ)) > 0,

where g(ξ, δ) := [δ1∇ξ1 J̃1(ξ), . . . , δK+1∇ξK+1
J̃K+1(ξ)]

>.
�

In what follows, we make use of the following function: for
(ξ, ξ̂) ∈ C̃2 and δ ∈ RK+1

≥0

ρ(ξ, ξ̂, δ) :=

K+1∑
k=1

δkJ̃k(ξ1, . . . , ξk−1, ξ̂k, ξk+1, . . . , ξK).

(18)
In the following we guarantee the uniqueness property of
the GNE in the game G̃. In what follows, we denote by
M := dim(h̃(ξ)). The Kuhn-Tucker conditions that verify
(17) can now be expressed as follows: ∀k ∈ K, ∃µGNE

k ∈
RM≤0 such that,

h̃(ξGNE) ≤ 0 (19a)

(µGNE
k )>h̃(ξGNE) = 0 (19b)

δk∇ξk J̃k(ξGNE) + (µGNE
k )>∇ξh̃(ξGNE) = 0. (19c)

Let δ ∈ RK+1
>0 . In view of the geometric properties of J̃k, it

follows that ρ(ξ, ξ̂, δ) is continuous in ξ and ξ̂ and convex
in ξ̂ for every fixed ξ ∈ E . From the Definition of the DSC,
we have for every (ξ0, ξ1) ∈ C̃2,

(ξ1 − ξ0)>(g(ξ1, δ)− g(ξ0, δ)) =
∑K
k=1 δk

[
(N + 2)

×
K∑
`=1

[blocalk (ξ1yk`
− ξ0yk`

)(exp (ξ1yk`
)− exp (ξ0yk`

))

γk

]
+

N∑
n=0

[
[ K∑
`=1

blocalk β̂k`
γk

+ dk

]
×

∑
`n∈N̂k(n)

. . .
∑

`0∈N̂`1
(0)

[
αk`n...`0(n)×

(ξ1wk`n...`0
(n)− ξ0wk`n...`0

(n))
(
exp (ξ1wk`n...`0

(n))−

exp (ξ0wk`n...`0
(n))

)
θ`0(0)

]]]
+ δK+1×

N+1∑
n=0

[
(ξ1λ(n)− ξ0λ(n))(exp (ξ1λ(n))− exp (ξ0λ(n)))

]
> 0

⇒ σ(ξ, δ) is DSC, ∀ξ ∈ C̃
Then by the Kakutani fixed point theorem, there exists
ξ?(δ) ∈ C̃ such that

ρ(ξ?(δ), ξ?(δ), δ) = min
ξ∈C̃

ρ(ξ?(δ), ξ, δ).

Then by the necessary h̃(ξ?(δ)) ≤ 0, it follows that ∃µ? ∈
RM≤0 such that, µ?>h̃(ξ?(δ)) = 0 and ∀k ∈ K,

δk∇ξk J̃k(ξ?(δ)) +
M∑
`=1

µ?`∇ξkh`(ξ?(δ)) = 0,

which are the conditions (19a), (19b) and (19c) with ξ?(δ) =
ξGNE and ∀k ∈ K ∪ {K + 1}, ` ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, µGNE

k` =
µ?`/δk, which are sufficient to ensure that ξ?(δ) is a GNE
(i.e., ξ?(δ) verifies (17)); according to [32, Thm. 4], ξ?(δ)
is a unique normalized equilibrium point for the specified
value of δ = δ.

C. Proof of the Proposition 2
Let ξ? ∈ argmin

ξ∈C̃

∑K
k=1[J̃k(ξ1, . . . , ξK) +

bglobalk J̃K+1(ξK+1)] and ξ ∈ C̃. Let us denote by
C̃1:K(ξK+1) := {(ξ1, . . . , ξK) : h̃(ξ) ≤ 0} and
C̃K+1(ξ1, . . . , ξK) := {ξK+1 : h̃(ξ) ≤ 0}. It follows
that
K∑
k=1

[J̃k(ξ1, . . . , ξK) + bglobalk J̃K+1(ξK+1)] ≥ min
(ξ1,...,ξK)∈C̃1:K(ξ?K+1)[ K∑

k=1

J̃k(ξ1, . . . , ξK)
]
+ bglobalk min

ξK+1∈C̃K+1(ξ?1 ,...,ξ
?
K)

[
J̃K+1(ξK+1)

]
.

According to the Perron-Frobenius lemma and the change
of variable in (12),

min
ξK+1∈C̃K+1(ξ?1 ,...,ξ

?
K)
J̃K+1(ξK+1)

=

N+1∑
n=0

ρ(D−1
γ (Exp(ξ?y) + diag(θ̃(n)?)B̂),



with ∀n ∈ {0, . . . , N},
θ̃k(n+ 1)? =

∑
`n∈N̂k(n)

∑
`n−1∈N̂`n (n−1)

. . .
∑

`0∈N̂`1
(0)

[
αk`n`n−1...`0(n) exp(ξωk`n`n−1...`0

(n)?)θ`0(0)
]
.

Furthermore,

min
(ξ1,...,ξK)∈C̃1:K(ξ?K+1)

K∑
k=1

J̃k(ξ1, . . . , ξK) =

K∑
k=1

J̃k(ξ
?
1 , . . . , ξ

?
K).

Finally, we derive that
K∑
k=1

[
J̃k(ξ

?
1 , . . . , ξ

?
K)+

bglobalk

N+1∑
n=0

ρ(Γ−1(Exp(ξ?y) + diag(θ̃(n)?)Bd)

]

= min
(u,v)∈C

K∑
k=1

Jk(u, v).

D. Proof of Proposition 3

We recall that M = dim(h̃(ξ)) and in what follows we
denote M̃ := dim(ξ). Let δ ∈ RK+1

>0 . Consider the following
differential equations, ∀k ∈ K ∪ {K + 1},
dξk
dt

= −δk∇ξk J̃k +
M∑
j=1

µj∇ξk h̃j(ξ), µ ∈M(ξ), (20)

where M(ξ) ⊂ RM≤0 is bounded. We define H : C̃ →
RM̃×M by

H(ξ) := [∇ξh̃1(ξ),∇ξh̃2(ξ), . . . ,∇ξh̃M (ξ)].

The matrix formulation of (20) is given by:
dξ

dt
= f(ξ, µ, δ) := −g(ξ, δ) +H(ξ)µ, µ ∈M(ξ), (21)

with
M(ξ) := argmin

µ
‖f(ξ, µ, δ)‖

s.t.

{
µj ≤ 0 if h̃j(ξ) > 0

µj = 0 otherwise.

According to [32, Thm. 7], for every starting point ξ(0) ∈ C̃,
the trajectory ξ(t) of (21) exists and remains in C̃ at any time
t > 0. In what follows, we show the convergence of (21) to
the unique normalized equilibrium point ξ?(δ) associated to
the value δ.

We consider an equilibrium point ξ? of system (21) for
a fixed δ ∈ RK+1

>0 such that f(ξ?, µ, δ) = 0, µ ∈ M(ξ?).
From the proof of Proposition 1 and the definition of f , for
ξ? and µ ∈M(ξ?) such that f(ξ?, µ, δ) = 0 is obviously a
normalized equilibrium point associated to the fixed value δ.
For all ξ ∈ C̃, we define µ(ξ) such as the nonzeros elements
of of µ ∈ M(ξ) which are given by µ ∈ RM≤0, where M ≤
M and µ(ξ) =

[
H(ξ)>H(ξ)

]−1
H(ξ)>g(ξ, δ) ≤ 0, where

the matrix H(ξ) ∈ RM̃×M is composed by M ≤M linearly
independent columns of H(ξ) selected from ∇ξh̃j(ξ) for
j ∈ {i ∈ {1, . . . ,M} : h̃i(ξ) > 0}. It follows that:

df(ξ, µ, δ)

dt
=

−G(ξ, δ) +

M∑
j=1

µjQj(ξ)

 dξ

dt
+H(ξ)

dµ

dt
,

(22)

where Qj(ξ) is the hessian of h̃j(ξ); G(ξ, δ) is the ja-
cobian of g(ξ, δ); which are both positive semi-definite
since ∀k, J̃k and h are convex w.r.t. ξ. Let us consider
V : C̃ × RM≥0 → R≥0 as a Lyapunov function, given by
V (ξ, µ) = 1

2‖f(ξ, µ, δ)‖
2, which is continuously differen-

tiable positive definite function on C̃ × RM≤0. By combining
(21) with (22), we derive that,

d
dtV (ξ, µ) = 1

2
d
dt (f(ξ, µ, δ)

>f(ξ, µ, δ))

= f(ξ, µ, δ)> d
dtf(ξ, µ, δ)

= −f(ξ, µ, δ)>G(ξ, δ)f(ξ, µ, δ)

+
∑

j∈{1≤i≤M : h̃i(ξ)>0}
µjf(ξ, µ, δ)

>Qj(ξ)f(ξ, µ, δ)

+f(ξ, µ, δ)>H(ξ)dµdt .

From (21) and the expression of µ, it follows that,

f(ξ, µ, δ)>H(ξ)
dµ

dt

=
[
−g(ξ, δ)>H(ξ) + µ>H(ξ)>H(ξ)

] dµ
dt

=
[
−g(ξ, δ)>H(ξ) + g(v, δ)>H(ξ)

] dµ
dt

= 0.

Since Qj(ξ) and G(ξ, δ) are positive semidefinite, it follows

that,
d

dt
V (ξ, µ)

= f(ξ, µ, δ)>
[
−G(ξ, δ)

]
f(ξ, µ, δ)

+
∑

j∈{1≤i≤M : h̃i(ξ)>0}
µjf(ξ, µ, δ)

>Qj(ξ)f(ξ, µ, δ) ≤ 0.

Let S := {(ξ, µ) ∈ C̃ × RM≥0 : d
dtV (ξ, µ) = 0}. Since, for a

fixed δ, there exists a unique normalized equilibrium point
ξ?(δ) that verifies the optimization problem given in

ξ?(δ) = min
ξ∈C̃

ρ(ξ?(δ), ξ, δ),

where ρ is given in (18). It follows that no solution of
system (21) can stay identically in S other than the solution
ξ(t) = ξ?(δ). Then, according to [38, Corollary 4.1], for
any initial condition ξ(t = 0) ∈ C̃, the system (21) converge
asymptotically to the normalized equilibrium point ξ?(δ),
which is the unique GNE of G̃.
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